Home Uncapped

Business Uncapped

Capped

Uncapped ADSL connection

Uncapped ADSL connection

Priority ADSL Connection

Has a contention ratio between 15:1 and 20:1

Has a contention ratio between 5:1 and 10:1

Has a contention ratio between 5:1 and 10:1

Option to move your circuit to Cybersmart or to keep it
with your current provider. Data only packages
available from R139

Option to move your circuit to Cybersmart or to keep it
with your current provider. Data only packages
available from R295

Option to move your circuit to Cybersmart or to keep it
with your current provider. Data only packages
available from R18

No data limit but is still subject to our Acceptable
Usage Policy. Connection speed is dependent on
package bundles:
 384kb @ R199
 1Mb @ R295
 2MB @ R445
 4MB @ R685
 10MB @ R895

No data limit but is still subject to our Acceptable
Usage Policy. Connection speed is dependent on
package bundles:
 1Mb @ R460
 2Mb @ R844
 4MB @ R1270
 10MB @ R1800
 20MB @ R2539
 40MB @ R4794

Set data limit dependant on the chosen package
bundles:
 1Gig+1Gig free from R183
 2Gigs+2Gigs free from R193
 5Gigs+5Gigs free from R234
 10Gigs+10Gigs free from R300
 30Gigs+30Gigs free from R515

Our home uncapped packages is recommended for
users who have a need for:
 Browsing
 Streaming
 Social Media
 Emails
 Light Gaming
 Downloading (Moderate to light use only)

Our Business uncapped packages offer premium
bandwidth for all services such as:
 Business protocols (SSH, FTP, HTTPS)
 Browsing
 Emails
 Gaming
 VPN
 Streaming
 VOIP (Skype, Viber, etc)

Our Capped packages are ideal for “Power Users”
looking for Premium, unshaped and un-throttled
bandwidth for all services such as:
 Downloading (HTTP and P2P)
 Browsing
 Streaming
 Social Media
 Gaming
 VOIP (Skype,Viber,etc)
 VPN services

Home uncapped packages are not intended for heavy
downloading. .P2P and Automated downloads are
strictly managed and downloading is recommended
after midnight for better performance

Business uncapped packages are intended for
moderate to heavy users.P2P and Automated
downloads are managed and downloading is
recommended after midnight for better performance

Capped packages are recommended for users looking
for premium bandwidth throughout the day and offers
the best performance as far as downloads are
concerned.
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